Delivery of chemo-sensitizing siRNAs to HER2\(^+\)-breast cancer cells using RNA aptamers
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ABSTRACT

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) expression in breast cancer is associated with an aggressive phenotype and poor prognosis, making it an appealing therapeutic target. Trastuzumab, an HER2 antibody-based inhibitor, is currently the leading targeted treatment for HER2\(^+\)-breast cancers. Unfortunately, many patients inevitably develop resistance to the therapy, highlighting the need for alternative targeted therapeutic options. In this study, we used a novel, cell-based selection approach for isolating ‘cell-type specific’, ‘cell-internalizing RNA ligands (aptamers)’ capable of delivering therapeutic small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to HER2-expressing breast cancer cells. RNA aptamers with the greatest specificity and internalization potential were covalently linked to siRNAs targeting the anti-apoptotic gene, Bcl-2. We demonstrate that, when applied to cells, the HER2 aptamer-Bcl-2 siRNA conjugates selectively internalize into HER2\(^+\)-cells and silence Bcl-2 gene expression. Importantly, Bcl-2 silencing sensitizes these cells to chemotherapy (cisplatin) suggesting a potential new therapeutic approach for treating breast cancers with HER2\(^+\)-status. In summary, we describe a novel cell-based selection methodology that enables the identification of cell-internalizing RNA aptamers for targeting therapeutic siRNAs to HER2-expressing breast cancer cells. The future refinement of this technology may promote the widespread use of RNA-based reagents for targeted therapeutic applications.

INTRODUCTION

While the overall mortality rate for breast cancer has decreased over the past several years due to an increased emphasis on early detection, mortality rates for women with aggressive tumors are still high (1–4). This is primarily a consequence of the overall disease complexity and the general lack of safe and effective therapies for these malignant tumors. A key player in breast cancer malignancy is the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) (5,6). HER2 belongs to the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family that includes four major proteins: EGFR (also known as HER1 or ErbB1), HER2 (p185 neu/ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3) and HER4 (ErbB4) (6–10). HER2\(^+\)-breast cancers tend to be more aggressive and more likely to become resistant to therapy than cancers lacking HER2 expression (7,8). The elevated extracellular membrane expression of HER2 in cancer cells, together with the overexpression in both primary tumors and metastatic sites, makes HER2 an ideal candidate for targeted therapies (11,12). As such, targeted inhibition of HER2 represents one of the most validated therapeutic modalities for treating many human cancers, including ovarian (13), gastric (14,15), bladder (16), salivary (17) and lung carcinoma (18).

Trastuzumab (Herceptin), a humanized, inhibitory, monoclonal antibody (mAb) directed against the extracellular domain of HER2, is the current first line treatment administered to patients with HER2\(^+\)-breast cancers (19,20). Many patients who undergo treatment with Trastuzumab are either insensitive to or eventually develop resistance to the drug, highlighting the need for novel targeted therapies (21–27).

Several mechanisms of resistance or insensitivity to HER2 inhibition by Trastuzumab have been described (28–30). One mechanism involves the upregulation of...
other receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) that can compensate for loss of HER2 [e.g. insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R) (31–33), EGFR (34,35), HER3 (36,37) and EphA2 (38)]. Interestingly, a new HER2 splice variant (HER2Δ16) with potent transforming activity has also been implicated in therapeutic resistance (39–43).

Survival of HER2+-cancer cells can also depend on elevated expression of anti-apoptotic genes that encode proteins such as Bcl-2 (44–49), Bel-xL (50), survivin (51–57) and XIAP (56). Importantly, elevated Bcl-2 expression has been shown to inhibit chemo-induced apoptosis in human breast cancer cells (49). Not surprisingly, inhibition of Bcl-2 by small molecule inhibitors or RNA interference (RNAi) induces apoptosis in HER2+-breast carcinomas and sensitizes tumor cells to chemotherapeutic drugs. This highlights the potential of Bcl-2 specific inhibitors for the treatment of breast tumors with HER2+-status that fail to respond to HER2-inhibition (42,48,58–60).

RNA interference (RNAi) is a highly conserved biological process that mediates post-transcriptional gene silencing (61). Since its discovery, RNAi has been used as a tool to dissect gene function, as well as for therapeutic development of several human pathologies (62,63). Importantly, numerous reports have appeared over the past several years describing the use of RNAi to target genes involved in known oncogenic pathways (64–66). In many of these studies, RNAi has resulted in significant reduction in cancer cell proliferation, enhanced apoptosis or increased sensitivity of refractory cancer cells to chemotherapy/radiation (58,64,65,67–69). However, despite the development of a number of effective anticancer cell small interfering (si)RNAs, there are no approved siRNA-based therapies for the treatment of cancer. The major problem for the successful translation of siRNAs into effective therapies in the clinic is delivery (66,70–73). Two aspects of the delivery problem that need to be addressed are: (i) targeted delivery with respect to cell type and (ii) delivery into the cytoplasm of cells in vivo.

Toward this end, we have previously utilized an RNA ligand (aptamer) that binds the prostate cancer surface antigen PSMA to selectively deliver cytotoxic siRNAs to prostate cancer cells (68,74). We demonstrated that upon binding to PSMA on the surface of prostate cancer cells, the aptamer with its siRNA cargo (aptamer-siRNA chimera) undergoes endocytosis. Once inside the cell, the aptamer-siRNA chimera acts as a substrate for the RNAi pathway protein Dicer. This, leads to the silencing of the aptamer-siRNA chimera acts as a substrate for the RNAi pathway protein Dicer. This, leads to the silencing of the aptamer target gene and the death of PSMA+-prostate cancer cells in culture and in vivo (68,74).

While this technology holds great potential for delivering functional siRNAs into cells, one of the requirements for its application to other cell types is the identification of specific cell-surface receptors overexpressed on the cells of interest that can be targeted with RNA aptamers. To bypass this hurdle and select for RNA sequences that are efficiently internalized into cells, we have modified the standard SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) methodology to enable the rapid isolation of aptamers for siRNA delivery that selectively internalize into target cells (Figure 1A). Rather than a trial-and-error approach to finding receptors that will serve as good targets for aptamer-siRNA cargos, this cell-based selection strategy allows us to directly select for sequences that internalize into a particular cell type. Using the ‘cell-internalization SELEX’ approach, we enriched for RNA sequences that bind to HER2 and selectively internalize into HER2+-breast cancer cells. The aptamers with the greatest specificity and internalization potential were conjugated to siRNAs targeting the pro-survival gene Bcl-2. The resulting aptamer-siRNA chimeric RNAs exhibit potent silencing of Bcl-2 expression and sensitize HER2-expressing breast cancer cells to chemotherapy, demonstrating the potential of this approach for the treatment of breast tumors with HER2+-status.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines
N202.1A and N202.1E cells (75,76) were generously provided by G. Forni (University of Torino, Italy). N202.1A is a mammary carcinoma clonal cell line derived from a mammary tumor from the HER2/neu transgenic mouse of FVB background. N202.1A cells express high levels of surface HER2/neu, while the N202.1E clonal cell line has no detectable surface expression of the HER2/neu oncoprotein. All cell lines were maintained in NuAire water-jacketed CO2 incubators at 37°C with 5% CO2. N202.1A (HER2+) and N202.1E (HER2−) cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS, HyClone). Murine mammary tumor cell lines 78717 (HER2+) and 85819 (HER2+) (77,78), were generously provided by A. Thor and B. Liu (University of Colorado Denver School of Medicine) and maintained in culture in a 1:1 mixture of DMEM and Ham’s F12 medium containing 10% FBS. The 78717 (HER2+) and 85819 (HER2+) cell lines were derived from mammary tumors from wild-type rat c-neu/ErbB2 transgenic mice. Over several passages in culture, the 78717 (HER2+) cell line retained little-to-no HER2 expression. NMuMG cells, derived from normal mouse mammary epithelial cells (ATCC; cat# CRL-1636), were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 10 μg/ml insulin and 4.5 g/l glucose. Wild-type and Bel-2−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were provided by S. Oakes (University of California, San Francisco) and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (79).

Western-blot analysis of cell lysates
For western blotting, confluent 100 mm dishes of cells were placed on ice and washed twice with DPBS. Cells were scraped off the plates and incubated for 30 min in RIPA lysis buffer [1% deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4 and protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)]. Samples were centrifuged at 4°C to remove the insoluble cell pellets and a protein assay was performed to check
protein quantity. Equal amounts of protein sample were prepared in 4× SDS with Laemml SDS-sample buffer and boiled for 10 min at 95°C. Proteins were resolved on a 7.5% polyacrylamide gel. The proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane for 2 h at 200 mA. The PVDF membrane was stained for 1 min with Ponceau Red to verify transfer efficiency. The membrane was initially blocked in 5% milk in DPBS for 1 h at room temperature and then incubated with primary antibodies against either HER2 (Ab-3, Calbiochem, OP15), Bcl-2 (BD Pharmingen, clone 3F11; cat# 554218), Bcl-xL (BD Transduction Laboratories, Cat# 610211), ERK1 K-23 (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies Inc., sc-94) and actin (Sigma cat# A5441) in Block Buffer for 2 h at room temperature. The membrane was washed three times with DPBS-0.05% NP-40 before probing with secondary antibodies conjugated to HRP (Amersham). The membrane was incubated at room temperature for 1 h before it was washed three times again with DPBS-0.05% NP-40. Protein bands were visualized with an enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) system (GE Healthcare).

Flow cytometry

For cell-surface HER2 staining, cells were cultured in 60-mm dishes and harvested at a density of 1 × 10⁶ cells/ml with 0.25% trypsin. Cells were blocked in Block Buffer (4% FBS in DPBS) for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were then incubated in 100 μl Primary Antibody solution (1:100 dilution of anti-HER2 Ab-4; Calbiochem OP16 in Block Buffer) for 30 min on ice. Cells were washed twice with 500 μl of Block Buffer and incubated in 100 μl of Secondary Antibody solution (1:500 goat α-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 IgG; Invitrogen cat # A11001 in Block Buffer) for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were washed twice with 500 μl of Block Buffer and processed for flow cytometry.

To assess Bcl-2 protein expression, cells were fixed and permealized using Cytofix/Cytoperm Buffer (BD Transduction Laboratories) following manufacturer’s recommendations. Cells were then incubated in 100 μl of Primary Antibody solution (1:100 dilution of anti-Bcl-2 3F11; BD Pharmingen cat# 554218 in Block Buffer) for 30 min on ice. Cells were washed twice with 500 μl of Block Buffer and incubated in 100 μl of Secondary Antibody solution (anti-hamster IgG-FITC; Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, Inc., SC-2792) for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were washed twice and processed for flow cytometry. All samples were analyzed using FACScan instrument and FlowJo software (Flow Cytometry Core, U Iowa).

Cell-internalization SELEX for HER2 aptamer selection

Cell-internalization SELEX is a modification of the previously described cell-based SELEX (80). First, an RNA library with a 20-nt variable region (5'-GGAGGACG AU GCGGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCAGA CGACUCGCCCAGA-3') was generated by in vitro transcription using a mutant Y639F T7 polymerase (81). The in vitro transcription reactions for the library and all subsequent rounds of cell-internalization SELEX were supplemented with 2'-fluoro modified CTP and UTP (TriLink Biotechnologies) to generate RNAs that are nuclease-resistant. All cell incubations were carried out at 37°C with 5% CO₂. In each round of cell-internalization SELEX, RNA aptamer pools (150 nM) supplemented with 100 μg/ml yeast tRNA (Invitrogen) were first incubated on non-target N202.1E (HER2⁺) cells for 30 min to remove aptamers that bind to and are internalized into the non-target cells. Next, the supernatant (containing RNA aptamers that do not internalize into the non-target cells) was transferred to target N202.1A (HER2⁺) cells for 30 min. To increase the stringency of the selection in later rounds of cell-internalization SELEX, internalization time and number of cells were reduced. To remove unbound and surface-bound aptamers, target cells (N202.1A) were washed with ice-cold DPBS adjusted to 0.5 M NaCl (High Salt Wash) for 5 min. Internalized RNA aptamers were then recovered using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s instructions, reverse transcribed into DNA, amplified by PCR (Sel2 5' primer: 5'-TAAT ACAGACTCATAATGAGGACAGATGCAGG-3'; Sel2 3' primer: 5'-TCGGCGAGTCGT CTG-3') and in vitro transcribed to generate an enriched pool of RNA aptamers for the next round of cell-internalization SELEX.

454 sequencing and bioinformatic analyses of aptamer pools

Pools of aptamers from rounds 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 were sequenced using 454-deep sequencing (U Iowa DNA Sequencing Core Facility). To determine the percent enrichment, the total number of unique sequences in each round was divided by the total number of sequences obtained in each round. Next, all unique sequences were aligned using ClustalX2 (82) and sequences were grouped into families using the output dendrogram as a guide. Sequence families were re-aligned and consensus sequences were determined by calculating the percent distribution of the each nucleotide (A, U, C, G) found at each position. The sequences for individual aptamers used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Cell internalization assays

Quantitative Reverse Transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) method

Target (N202.1A and 85819) and non-target cells (N202.1E, 78717 and NMuMG) were incubated with 100 nM aptamer or aptamer-siRNA chimera for 30 min at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Cells were washed with ice-cold High Salt Wash and RNA was recovered following manufacturer's instructions, reverse transcribed to generate an enriched pool of RNA aptamers for the next round of cell-internalization SELEX.
(Sel2 5′ primer: 5′-TAATACGACTCATATAGGGAG
GACGATGC GG-3′; 3′ primer: 5′-TCGGGCAGT GTCG
TCTG-3′) and M12–23 reference control (Sel1 5′ primer:
5′-GGGGGAAATCTAATCGAC TCACTATGGGA
GAGAGGAGAGGATGGG-3′; 3′ primer 5′-GGGG
GGATCCGATCTAT CGACCTCTGGGTTATG-3′).
Samples were normalized to M12–23, as well as the
PCR amplification efficiency of each aptamer relative to
SCR1 control aptamer.

Flow cytometry method
To generate FAM-labeled aptamers, the in vitro
transcription reaction was supplemented with 3 mM
FAM-GTP (TriLink Biotechnologies) as previously described (68).
Fluorescently labeled aptamers (1 μM) were incubated
on N202.1A and N202.1E cells for 2 h at 37°C. Cells
were washed with ice cold DPBS adjusted to 0.5 M
NaCl (High Salt Wash) to remove unbound and surface
bound RNAs, trypsinized and internalized aptamers
assessed by flow cytometry. Samples were analyzed using
FACScan instrument and FlowJo software (Flow
Cytometry Core, U Iowa).

Fluorescence microscopy method
N202.1A and N202.1E cells were grown in MatTek 35-
mm glass bottom culture dishes in DMEM medium sup-
plemented with 20% FBS (HyC). Cells were seeded at a
density of 2 × 10^4 cells/ml in a volume of 250 ml, 1 day
prior to the experiment. Cells were allowed to settle for
4 h before the addition of extra 2 ml of media to each dish.
On the day of the experiment, cells were washed with
pre-warmed DPBS buffer and incubated for 90 min at
37°C with FAM-labeled aptamers (1 μM). Next, cells were washed twice with ice cold DPBS adjusted to 0.5 M
NaCl (High Salt Wash) to remove unbound and surface
bound RNAs. Subsequently, cells were fixed with 3.7%
formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. DAPI
nucleic stain was performed by adding DAPI to 1 g/ml
final concentration at room temperature for 10 min
followed by washing three times with DPBS. Images of
the internalized aptamers were acquired with a 40× oil
objective of an Olympus IX71 inverted equipped with a
CCD camera and filters for FITC (excitation BP450–490,
emission BP515–565) and DAPI (excitation D360/40,
emission D460/50). The fluorescence images reported
here are representative of at least three captured images
per dish/per condition. Fluorescence signal is given by
the internalized aptamer and intra-cellular localization is con-
firmed by overlaying the fluorescence images with the
nuclear DAPI stain and subsequently, with the phase/
contrast images using ImageJ 1.46 d software.

SPR measurements
All measurements were performed with a Biacore 3000 in
Binding Buffer (200 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM CaCl2, 0.1% BSA). The immobilization of HER2
aptamers (E1, C1 and B1) on streptavidin chips (SA) was performed under standard conditions recommended by
the manufacturer (GE Biacore) and protocols previously
described (84,85). HER2 aptamers were previously biotinylated at 3′-end by transcription (83). The flow
rate was set at 5 μl/min and the biotinylated HER2 aptamers were injected at a concentration of 1 μM over
the SA sensor chip for 10 min at 25°C. The unbound
aptamers were removed by treatment with 50 mM
aqueous NaOH and the chip was primed before use.
Recombinant rat HER2 protein (rHER2) (GenWay, cat#1028823186) was injected over the sensor surface for
5 min (association and dissociation time). Four concentra-
tions of rHER2 protein were injected by serially diluting
samples from 40 to 5 nM. The selectivity studies were
performed under standard conditions recommended by
the manufacturer (GE BIAcore) and protocols previously
generated by PCR as described in McNamara et al. (68)
and Dassie et al. (74). Briefly, primers and templates for
generating the individual duplexes are listed: DNA tem-
plates for the HER2 aptamers are listed in Supplementary
Table S1. Sel2 primer 5′-TAATACGACTCATATAGGGAG
GAGAGGAGAGGATGGG-3′; Sel2-2 primer: 5′-AAGTAGC
CCCTCTGTGACAGCTCGGGGAGTCGTCTG-3′.
PCR-amplified DNA duplexes were purified with Qiagen DNA purification columns and used for in vitro
transcription reactions as described in McNamara et al. (68). The longer strands of the HER2 aptamer-Bcl-2 siRNA chimeras were engineered by adding nucleotides complementary to the Bcl-2 antisense sequence to the 3' termini of the HER2 RNA aptamers. All RNAs generated by in vitro transcription were produced with 2'fluoro modified pyrimidines to render the RNAs resistant to nuclease degradation. Sequences of the respective long RNA strands are listed in Supplementary Table S2. A 4-fold molar excess of the Bcl-2 antisense sequence (79) was annealed to each long RNA strand (at a final concentration of 1 μM) by heating the long RNA strand at 95°C for 10 min, adding the 4-fold excess antisense siRNA strand to the unfolded aptamer solution and transferring the mixture to a 65°C dry bath for 7 min. The RNA mixture was allowed to cool at 25°C for 20 min to allow annealing of the two RNA strands. RNA aptamers and siRNAs were folded and annealed in 1XBB (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2) as previously described (68,74). The excess antisense siRNA strand was removed by filtering the folded RNAs through Amicon Y-30 columns (Millipore, UFC803024).

5'-rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5'-RACE) PCR analysis

mRNA (10 ng) from N202.1A cells treated with different chimeras was ligated to a GeneRacer adaptor (cat #: L1502-01; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) without prior treatment. Ligated RNA was reverse transcribed using a gene-specific primer (GSP1_mBcl2: 5'-GGTGGAATGTGGACCAGAGG-3') and gene-specific primer 2 [Gene Specific Primer 2: (mBcl2-v1/2-3')pr: 5'-CAGGCTGAGAA GGAGAAGATG-3']. The amplification products were resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. The identity of the specific PCR products was confirmed by sequencing of the excised bands.

Cell death and apoptosis

IC_{50} measurements

N202.1E (HER2⁻) and N202.1A (HER2⁺) cells were incubated with increasing amounts of cisplatin (ranging from 0 to 100 μM) for 24 h. Cell viability was measured using the MTS [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium)] assay according to manufacturer’s protocol (Promega Part# TB245: CellTiter96 Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay).

Chimeras

N202.1A (HER2⁺) cells were incubated with either HER2 aptamer-Bcl-2 siRNA or HER2 aptamer-Con siRNA chimeras (200 nM) for 72 h then low-dose cisplatin (20 μM) was added for an additional 24 h. Apoptosis was assessed using an antibody against activated caspase-3 (BD Pharmingen, cat# 550914) following the manufacturer’s protocol. As a positive control for apoptosis, cells were incubated with high dose cisplatin (80 μM). Scrambled RNA chimeras (Scr1-Bcl-2 and Scr2-Bcl-2), with the aptamer sequences scrambled to abrogate binding to HER2, were used as negative controls for this experiment.

RESULTS

Identification of RNA aptamer sequences that selectively internalize into rat HER2-expressing cells

Aptamers that selectively internalize into rat HER2 expressing mouse mammary carcinoma cells (N202.1A) were isolated using the 'cell-internalization SELEX' protocol (Figure 1A). The advantage of the 'cell-internalization SELEX' over conventional SELEX methodologies is that it enriches for sequences that: (i) bind to the target receptor in the context of the cell membrane and (ii) internalize into the target cells.

Target N202.1A(HER2⁺) cells were derived from an established ratHER2/neu transgenic mouse model of mammary carcinoma (75,76). To enable the identification of target-specific sequences, a counter-selection step against matched control cells that do not express rat HER2 (N202.1E) was introduced. HER2 expression in N202.1A cells was verified using immunoblotting (Figure 1B, left panel) and flow cytometric analysis (Figure 1B, right panel) with antibodies specific to rat HER2. Importantly, to enrich for RNA sequences that internalize into the target cells, we introduced a stringent salt wash to remove any unbound RNA and to reduce surface-bound RNAs (Supplementary Figure S1). Nine rounds of selection (against target N202.1A cells) and counter-selection (against N202.1E cells) were performed. Cell-specific internalization of the RNA pools at each round of selection was verified using quantitative PCR (Figure 1C). High throughput, 454 sequencing and bioinformatics analysis of thousands of selected RNA sequences from rounds 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 of the selection revealed that the selection converged between rounds 6 and 8 (Figure 1D). Rapid convergence is likely a result of the short RNA sequence library (51-mer) used for the selection (86). The percent enrichment at each round of selection was measured by taking the total number of unique sequences in each round and dividing by the total number of sequences obtained in each round as previously described (86).

Sequences were aligned into families based on their primary sequence homology (Figure 2A). This analysis revealed five major sequence families (Family A–E). Consensus sequences were determined by calculating the percent distribution of each nucleotide (A, U, C, G) found at a given position (Figure 2A, left panel). The percent enrichment was measured to determine the evolution of each sequence family at the later rounds of selection (ranks 6, 8 and 9) (Figure 2A, right panel). The sequences for individual RNA aptamers identified in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Theoretical secondary structures, based on the consensus sequences for each family, were generated using RNAstructure algorithm (Figure 2B). Interchangeable nucleotides in the
consensus sequences for Families A, C and E are highlighted in red. The overall theoretical secondary structures are conserved with respect to these nucleotides. In the case of Family B, the consensus sequence generated three distinct predicted secondary structures.

Next, we evaluated the internalization potential of several of the single RNA aptamers isolated from the cell-internalization selection process (Figure 2C and D). Individual RNAs were incubated with mouse mammary carcinoma N202.1A(HER2⁺) and N202.1E(HER2⁻) cells. The RNAs that internalized into the cells were recovered by TRIzol extraction and quantified using qRT-PCR (Figure 2C). Importantly, the individual aptamers tested internalized preferentially into HER2 expressing cells compared to the matched control, N202.1E cells lacking HER2 expression (gray bars) and little-to-no internalization was observed in the 78717 cells lacking HER2 expression (Figure 2D). Cell-internalization by the RNA aptamers was specific to cancer cells overexpressing the HER2 receptor. No significant internalization was observed in normal murine mammary epithelial cells (NMuMG) with negligible levels of HER2 protein expression (Supplementary Figure S2). Importantly, this highlights the potential safety of this approach for targeting cancer cells while sparing normal cells.

To rule out any artifacts as a result of the qRT-PCR assay, we verified cell-internalization of selective RNA sequences (A2, B1, C1, D1, E1) from each sequence family using 5’-end FAM-labeled RNA aptamers and flow cytometry (Figure 2E). In these experiments, FAM-labeled RNA aptamers were incubated on live cells. Unbound and surface bound RNAs were removed using the stringent salt wash described earlier (Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure S1). As anticipated, the individual RNAs internalized specifically into N202.1A(HER2⁺) analogous rat HER2 transgenic mouse model (77,78) (Figure 2D).
Figure 2. Internalization of single aptamers into HER2+ cells. (A) Dendrogram of sequence families with representative RNA aptamers and consensus sequence within each family. The consensus sequence of each family was determined and plotted using the distribution of nucleotides at each position (upper case >75%, lower case <75%, lower case/lower case <50%, gap 0%). The distribution (% of total) of sequence families within each round is shown on the right (circles). (B) Consensus sequences for each family were used to generate predicted secondary structures using RNAStructure algorithm. Interchangeable nucleotides in the consensus sequences for families A, C and E are highlighted in red. These nucleotides do not change the overall predicted secondary structure. The consensus sequence for family B generated three distinct predicted secondary structures. Single aptamers were evaluated for internalization into N202.1E(HER2−/C0) and N202.1A(HER2+) cells (C) and 78717(HER2−/C0) and 85819(HER2+) mammary carcinoma cells (D) using qRT-PCR as in Figure 1C. (E) Internalization of fluorescently labeled RNA aptamers into N202.1E(HER2−) and N202.1A(HER2+) cells was measured by flow cytometry. (F) Confirmation of internalization of fluorescently labeled RNA aptamers (E1 and C1) into N202.1A(HER2+) cells using microscopy. A scrambled, non-internalizing aptamer (Scr) was used as a negative control in these experiments. Fluorescence images were overlaid with DAPI and P/C (phase contrast) channels. Arrows indicate perinuclear localization of RNA aptamers.
Figure 2. Continued.
cells but not into N202.1E(HER2−) cells (Figure 2E). A FAM-labeled, scramble RNA aptamer sequence (Scr) was used as a negative control in this assay and did not internalize.

To rule out the possibility that the RNA aptamers are remaining on the cell surface following the stringent salt wash step, we performed fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2F). In this assay, chemically synthesized C1 and E1 RNA aptamers were conjugated to FAM and incubated with either HER2+ (N202.1A) or HER2− (N202.1E) cells for 1 h prior to imaging. Cells were washed with the stringent salt wash and remaining RNAs visualized by fluorescence microscopy. As shown in Figure 2F, aptamers C1 and E1 internalize specifically into HER2+ cells but not HER2− cells. We observe perinuclear and cytoplasmic punctuated fluorescence. Furthermore, a negative control RNA aptamer (Scr) does not internalize under these conditions. These data are in support of the Bcl2 silencing data (Figure 5D and E) and confirm that the selected RNA aptamers internalize into HER2-expressing cells.

To address whether the RNA aptamers identified by the cell-based cell-internalization SELEX approach bound directly to HER2, we performed surface plasmon resonance (SPR, BIACore) on selective RNA aptamers (B1, C1 and E1) using recombinant purified rat HER2 protein (Figure 3). Importantly, all three RNA sequences analyzed, bound with low nanomolar affinity (Figure 3A) and specificity (Figure 3B) to the purified recombinant rat HER2 protein. The respective affinities of the RNA aptamers for purified, recombinant rat HER2 protein are as follows: C1 (KD = 45.8 nM) > E1 (KD = 60.8 nM) > B1 (KD = 85.2 nM) (Figure 3A). Interestingly, the binding affinities of B1, C1 and D1 correlate with the degree of aptamer cell-internalization as observed by flow cytometry (Figure 2E, bottom panel). Binding specificity was demonstrated by examining the binding of B1, C1 and D1 aptamers to analogous receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) (e.g. human HER2 and human EphA2) (Figure 3B). All three RNAs tested bound solely to the rat isoform of HER2 and not to the human isoform of the receptor (indicating specificity for the rat isoform) or to a different RTK (human EphA2) (Figure 3B). In addition, for aptamers C1 and E1, specificity for the rat HER2 isoform was confirmed using N202.1A cells expressing human HER2 (data not shown).

**Bcl-2 gene expression is elevated in HER2-expressing breast cancer cells**

It has been previously documented that Bcl-2 gene expression is elevated in breast cancers (44–49). Moreover, the overexpression of HER2 has been associated with increased Bcl-2 mRNA and protein expression (42,50,60). Herein, we evaluated the expression of the anti-apoptotic gene Bcl-2 in several mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines, both at the mRNA level (Figure 4A, left panel) and at the protein level (Figure 4A, right panel and Supplementary Figure S3A). The relative levels of Bcl-2 mRNA were found to be 2-fold higher in mammary carcinoma cell lines with HER2+ status (N202.1A, 85819) compared to their matched controls (N202.1E, 78717) (Figure 4A, left panel). Bcl-2 wild-type (Bcl-2+/+) and null (Bcl-2−/−) mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) were used as controls for Bcl-2 mRNA levels in these assays. Bcl-2 protein expression in these cell lines was confirmed by immunoblotting (Figure 4A, right panel) and flow cytometric analysis (Supplementary Figure S3B).

To determine the effects of Bcl-2 inhibition in the HER2+ mouse mammary carcinoma cells, we identified a small interfering RNA (siRNA) directed against mouse Bcl-2. Silencing was verified in N202.1A cells upon transfection with a cationic agent (Figure 4B). A non-silencing siRNA (Con siRNA) was used as a control for specificity in these assays.

Since elevated Bcl-2 expression has been shown to result in chemotherapeutic resistance in many human cancer cell lines (87–89), we sought to determine the effect of elevated Bcl-2 expression levels in the N202.1A(HER2+). As predicted, we demonstrated that elevated Bcl-2 expression renders N202.1A(HER2+) cells more resistant to cisplatin treatment (Figure 4C) (N202.1A IC50: 23.2 µM versus N202.1E IC50: 10 µM). Importantly, we demonstrated that silencing of Bcl-2 in N202.1A cells sensitizes the cells to cisplatin treatment, leading to increased apoptosis at low doses of cisplatin (20 µM) (Figure 4D). N202.1A cells were treated with a high dose of cisplatin (80 µM) to achieve comparable cell death (high cisplatin: 67% apoptosis versus combination of Bcl-2 siRNA with low cisplatin: 73% apoptosis). Apoptosis was measured by flow cytometry using an antibody against active, cleaved caspase 3 (Figure 4D).

**HER2 aptamer-Bcl-2 siRNA chimeras for targeted delivery of Bcl-2 siRNAs into HER2-expressing cells**

We have previously delivered cytotoxic siRNAs specifically to prostate cancer cells using RNA aptamers to prostate cancer-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) (68). In this study, we employed a similar approach for cell-specific targeting of Bcl-2 siRNAs into mouse mammary carcinoma cells expressing rat HER2 with HER2-specific RNA aptamers. The aptamer portion of the chimera, that mediates binding to HER2, was covalently linked to the Bcl-2 siRNA passenger strand (sense strand). The sequences of the aptamer-siRNA sense strands for all chimeras are listed in Supplementary Table S2. The Bcl-2 siRNA guide strand was subsequently annealed to the passenger strand as previously described (68,74). The predicted structures of the HER2 aptamer-Bcl2 siRNA chimeras are shown in Figure 5A, with the Bcl-2 siRNA guide strand sequence highlighted in red. A total of 12 different chimeras were designed corresponding to selective cell-internalizing aptamers from sequence families A through E (Figure 2B and Supplementary Table S1).

To assess whether appending the Bcl-2 siRNA sequence onto the aptamers affected the ability of the aptamers to internalize into N202.1A cells, we performed the cell internalization assay with both HER2 aptamers and chimeras as described earlier (Figure 5B). While appending the siRNA sequence onto the aptamers seemed to...
reduce cell-internalization (compare aptamers to chimeras), the chimeras were still internalized specifically in rat HER2 expressing cells N202.1A (Figure 5B) and 85819 (Supplementary Figure S4). However, they were not internalized into N202.1E (Figure 5B) and 78717 cells lacking HER2 expression (Supplementary Figure S4) or normal mammary epithelial cells (NMuMGs) with negligible HER2 surface expression (Figure 5C). Control chimeras composed of the Bcl-2 siRNA appended to two independent scrambled aptamer sequences (SCR1-Bcl-2; SCR2-Bcl-2) were used as negative controls in these assays. No cell internalization was observed in N202.1A, N202.1E or NMuMG cells with the control chimeras. All chimeras were found to internalize, albeit to different degrees, into HER2-expressing breast cancer cells (Figure 5B and C).

To address whether the internalized chimeras were processed by the RNAi machinery and silenced Bcl-2 gene expression, we measured Bcl-2 mRNA levels in N202.1A cells following treatment with the chimeras (Figure 5D, gray bars). Specifically, N202.1A cells were treated with the aptamer-siRNA chimeras or control chimeras (Scr1 and Scr2) in the absence of transfection reagent, for either 38 h (Figure 5D, top panel) or 96 h (Figure 5D, bottom panel). Silencing of Bcl-2 was assessed by the degree of Bcl-2 mRNA knockdown using qRT-PCR (Figure 5D). As controls, cells were treated with non-silencing (C) or Bcl-2 (B) siRNAs alone (negative control, black bars) or transfected into cells (empty bars, positive control). The results show that after 96 h in culture, the degree of Bcl-2 gene silencing achieved with the chimeras (in the absence of transfection reagent) was equivalent to that observed by transfecting (using a cationic lipid) the Bcl-2 siRNA. Together, these data suggest that aptamer-Bcl-2 chimeras are being efficiently delivered to target cells expressing HER2.

Figure 3. Affinity and specificity analysis of aptamer binding to recombinant HER2 using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). (A) High-affinity interaction between immobilized aptamers (E1, B1 and C1) and rHer2 recombinant protein. Four different rHer2 protein concentrations were analyzed (5–40 nM) and the $K_D$ was reported for each aptamer. The aptamer binding profiles were fitted using Langmuir fitting model (with mass transfer), as determined by BIA evaluation 4.1 software, black lines. (B) Evaluation of the rHer2 protein specificity using three non-specific targets at 40 nM concentration each (b-hHer2; c-hEphA2 and d-BSA), over the immobilized aptamers.
cells, via the HER2 receptor expressed on the surface membrane.

To confirm that the silencing effect by the HER2 chimeras is really due to RNA interference delivered by the chimeric RNAs, we performed 5′-RACE PCR and sequencing data for several of the HER2-Bcl2 chimeras (A1-Bcl2, B1-Bcl2, C3-Bcl2, D1-Bcl2 and E1-Bcl2) (Figure 5E). The mRNA from N202.1A cells previously treated with the above HER2-Bcl2 chimeras was ligated to an RNA adaptor and reverse transcribed using a mouse Bcl2 gene-specific primer. Gel electrophoresis and sequencing of the 5′-RACE PCR products generated with a primer specific to the RNA adaptor and a reverse primer specific to the mouse Bcl2 gene show that Ago2-mediated cleavage occurs between bases 10 and 11 relative to the 5′-end of the guide Bcl2 siRNA strand. PCR products were not observed in samples from control treated cells or cells treated with a non-targeting chimera (SCR-Bcl2) (Figure 5E). These data confirm that the HER2-Bcl2 chimeras are processed by the RNAi machinery resulting in the intended Ago2 cleavage product.

Finally, we investigated whether silencing of Bcl-2 by the aptamer-siRNA chimeras would sensitize N202.1A cells to cisplatin treatment (Figure 5F, Bcl2-chimeras). N202.1A cells were incubated with either the aptamer-siRNA chimeras alone (solid gray) or in combination with low dose cisplatin (20 μM) (red line) for up to 96 h. High dose cisplatin (80 μM) (blue line) was used as a positive control for apoptosis in these assays (Figure 5F, Bcl2-chimeras). Apoptosis was measured by flow cytometry using an antibody against active, cleaved caspase 3 as described earlier (Figure 4D). The average of three experiments was plotted (Supplementary Figure S5). Non-targeting chimeras (SCR1 and SCR2) were used to control for chimera induced-cell death in these assays. The percent of dead cells following treatment was also determined by the tryptan blue stain assay (data not shown). Importantly, several of the chimeras tested...
Figure 5. Chimera-mediated death of HER2⁺-mammary carcinoma cells. (A) Predicted secondary structures of the HER2 aptamers-Bcl-2 siRNA chimeras using RNAstructure. Red nucleotides indicate the Bcl-2 siRNA guide strand sequence. Chimeras were generated by annealing the Bcl-2 guide strand to the complementary passenger strand sequence covalently linked to the 3'-end of each aptamer. (B) Cell-type specific internalization of the aptamer-siRNA chimeras was compared to that of the aptamers alone and analyzed by qRT-PCR as in Figure 1C. (C) Internalization of chimeras in N202.1A(HER2⁺) cells versus normal mouse mammary carcinoma cells (NMuMG) (B). (D) Silencing of Bcl-2 at the mRNA level was determined by qRT-PCR after incubation of N202.1A(HER2⁺) cells with chimeras for 38 h (top panel) or 96 h (bottom panel). Bcl-2 mRNA levels were normalized to GAPDH mRNA levels for each sample. (E) Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5'-RACE) PCR analysis to assess siRNA mediated cleavage of Bcl2 mRNA in cells treated with the various HER2-Bcl2 chimeras (A1-Bcl2, B1-Bcl2, C3-Bcl2, D1-Bcl2, E1-Bcl2). A non-internalizing chimera (SCR1-Bcl2) was used as a control in these assays. (F) N202.1A(HER2⁺) cells were treated with either aptamer-Bcl2 siRNA chimeras (Bcl2-chimeras; top panels) or aptamer-control siRNA chimeras (Con-chimeras; bottom panels) for 72 h, then with media containing chimeras (solid gray) and low-dose cisplatin (20 μM) (red line) for an additional 24 h. Following cisplatin treatment, cells were stained with an antibody to active cleaved caspase-3 and processed by flow cytometry to assess % apoptosis.
(A1-Bcl2, A2-Bcl2, B3-Bcl2, C1-Bcl2, C3-Bcl-2, D1-Bcl2, D3-Bcl2 and E1-Bcl-2 chimeras), when combined with low dose cisplatin (20 μM) (red line), resulted in a pronounced effect on cell death which was significantly greater than that obtained with either treatment alone and was comparable to that observed with high dose cisplatin (80 μM). Interestingly, four (C3-Bcl2, D1-Bcl2, D3-Bcl2, E1-Bcl2) of the 12 chimeras tested, resulted in some level of apoptosis even in the absence of cisplatin treatment (see solid gray). This could be due to more efficient processing of these chimeras by the RNAi machinery, rate of release of chimeras into the cytoplasm of target cells or potential modulation of HER2 pathways by the aptamer portion of the chimeras.

To investigate the role of the aptamer sequence on cell viability and cell sensitivity to low-dose cisplatin, for those HER2 chimeras that induce some degree of apoptosis in the absence of cisplatin (C3-Bcl2, D1-Bcl2, D3-Bcl2 and E1-Bcl2), we generated HER2 chimeras bearing a control, non-silencing siRNA sequence (Figure 5F, Con-chimeras).
In the absence of cisplatin, the control chimeras did not induce caspase 3 activation. When low-dose cisplatin was added to cells, no caspase activation was observed for control chimeras C3-con, D3-con or E1-con suggesting that the aptamer portion of these chimeras is not contributing to the cytotoxic effect observed. In contrast, and somewhat unexpectedly, in the presence of low-dose cisplatin D1-con chimera resulted in significant caspase 3 activation. This is likely due to the contribution of aptamer D1 sequence in modulating cellular pathways that confer chemosensitivity to cells. Together, these data suggest that the HER2-aptamer-Bcl-2 siRNA chimeras enhance the degree of chemosensitization in breast cancer cells.

To determine if the differences in the ability of the various chimeras to confer sensitivity to cells in the presence of low-dose cisplatin may be due to differential processing of the chimeras by the RNAi machinery, we performed a Small Fragment Northern (SFN) assay (Supplementary Figure S6; Supplementary Methods). This assay enables the quantification of processed mature siRNA inside a cell (90). In this experiment equal amounts of each of the chimeras were transfected into N202.1A cells using a cationic lipid to rule out potential differences between chimeras due to rate of uptake or release in the cytoplasm of target cells. No significant differences in processing were observed for the various chimeras (see intensity of bands representing the antisense strands of processed RNAs) (Supplementary Figure S6). These data suggest that the HER2-Bcl2 chimeras are equally processed once inside the cell. Therefore, slight differences in silencing ability or ability to confer sensitivity to cells in the presence of low-dose cisplatin may be due to trafficking, potential modulation of HER2 pathways by the aptamer portion of the chimeras or non-specific immune stimulation by the chimeric RNAs.

To determine whether the effect on cells with regard to cell sensitivity to low dose cisplatin might be a result of non-specific immune activation, culture medium from cells treated with each of the chimeras was screened for levels of interferon-α (INT-α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) (Supplementary Figure S7; Supplementary Methods). Importantly, no significant difference was seen in cytokine levels of mock treated cells (0 μg/ml Poly I:C or PBS) or cells treated with the various HER2-Bcl2 chimeras. This was in contrast to cells treated with polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (poly I:C), an established immune stimulator, suggesting that the chimeras are not triggering an innate immune response. Together, these
data confirm that the cell-sensitization effects are due to chimera mediated silencing and not to non-specific immune activation or differential processing of the chimeras by the RNAi machinery.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate the utility of the ‘cell-internalization SELEX’ methodology for identifying target cell-specific RNA aptamers capable of delivering siRNAs into cells of interest. RNA aptamers that bind to rat HER2 with low nanomolar affinity and specificity (Figure 3) were isolated from a combinatorial SELEX library of $10^{12}$ RNA sequences by selecting for RNA sequences capable of binding to and internalizing into mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines expressing rat HER2 (Figure 2). The rat HER2 aptamers were covalently linked to siRNAs directed against the anti-apoptotic gene, Bcl-2 (Figure 5), whose expression is often elevated in breast cancers. When applied to mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines expressing rat HER2, the HER2 aptamer-Bcl2 siRNA chimeras internalized into the cells (Figure 5B and C) and silenced Bcl-2 gene expression (Figure 5D and E). Target specificity was demonstrated by showing that the chimeras do not internalize into matched control mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines that do not express rat HER2 (Figure 5B) or normal mouse mammary epithelial cells (NMuMG), which express negligible levels of mouse HER2 (Figure 5C). Importantly, Bcl-2 silencing in the HER2+ mouse mammary cancer cell lines resulted in increased sensitization of these cells to cisplatin treatment (Figure 5F), leading to apoptosis at significantly lower doses of the drug.

Delivery of siRNAs to specific cell-types in vivo has long been recognized as a significant obstacle to the clinical development of siRNA-based drugs. Targeted delivery has the dual advantage of reduced toxicity to normal surrounding tissues and of reduced effective therapeutic dose. Targeted approaches for siRNA delivery have included complex formulations with proteins/peptides (73,91–95), nanoparticles (73,96–99) or liposomes (100–103). Although, the preferred targeted delivery approach may depend on context, the aptamer-siRNA chimera approach has the advantage of simplicity (a single molecule rather than a complex mixture), safety (likely to be less immunogenic than proteins), ease of production (amenable to large scale chemical synthesis) and modifiability (amenable to chemical modifications for optimizing pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics) (74,104).

The work described herein is of importance in light of recent work by several groups, including ours, demonstrating the usefulness of RNA aptamers for delivering siRNAs and shRNAs to specific cell types in vivo (68,69,74,104–110). Initially, an RNA aptamer to a prostate cancer-specific surface antigen (PSMA) was successfully employed by us to target siRNAs directed against cancer-specific pro-survival genes into prostate cancer cells (68,74). Due to the simple design and ease of production of the RNA aptamer-siRNA covalent assembly approach (68), several groups have since linked various silencing RNAs (siRNAs and shRNAs) to the A10 PSMA aptamer (and to truncated versions of A10) as a targeted therapy for prostate cancer (69,106). To date, efficient targeted delivery to prostate tumors has been demonstrated using siRNAs silencing cancer-specific pro-survival genes (to induce tumor death) (68,74) as well as genes involved in DNA repair (for sensitizing tumors to radiation) (69) and nonsense mRNA decay (NMD) (to mount an immune response to the tumor) pathways (106). In each case, the result of targeting the siRNAs was dramatic, leading to significant reduction in tumor burden in the treated mice. These studies demonstrate the flexibility of using one aptamer sequence for delivering siRNAs directed against many different therapeutic target genes, highlighting the potential of this technology for combinatorial gene targeting.

In addition to prostate cancer, aptamer-siRNA conjugates/chimeras have also been successfully generated as potential therapeutics (105,107,109,110) and prophylactics for HIV (108). The availability of cell-internalizing aptamers specific for the prostate cancer antigen, PSMA (111), the T-cell receptor, CD4 (108,112) and the HIV glycoprotein, gp120 (109,113), has made it possible to evaluate the use of RNA aptamers as delivery vehicles for siRNAs in these contexts and, more importantly, to establish design rules for optimal processing of the aptamer-siRNA conjugates by the RNAi machinery (74). However, a limiting factor for the broad applicability of this delivery technology is the relative paucity of candidate aptamers for specific delivery. Only a handful of aptamers that bind to cell surface receptors have been isolated due to difficulties in obtaining purified preparations of recombinant membrane proteins for selection. Cell-based selections for isolating aptamers with high affinity and specificity to cell surface proteins have been proposed as an alternative to selections performed in vitro. However, while these selections favor the identification of aptamers that bind to receptors in the cell membrane milieu, they do not necessarily enrich for aptamers that internalize into the target cells. The advantage of the ‘cell-internalization SELEX’ approach, described herein, is 2-fold: (i) it favors the isolation of RNAs that bind to receptors (e.g. HER2) in their native state and (ii) it enriches for RNAs that are internalized by the target cells.

Current aptamer-siRNA chimeras are, presumably, internalized by receptor-mediated internalization and released into the cytoplasm where they encounter the RNAi machinery. It has been argued that chimeras escape from endosomes prior to entering the lysosome where the presence of nucleases and low pH conditions are likely to result in siRNA degradation (114). However, currently, neither the uptake kinetics of aptamer-siRNA chimeras nor the molecular mechanisms by which these RNAs escape from the endosome are known. Thus, future optimization of this approach, to enable the identification of aptamers that internalize and that are released into the cytoplasm of target cells, awaits further elucidation of the molecular mechanisms of RNA aptamer uptake and trafficking.
In conclusion, we describe a novel approach that has enabled the identification of RNA aptamers capable of delivering chemo-sensitizing siRNAs to HER2-expressing cancer cells. While our proof-of-concept study made use of matched controlled cell lines derived from a rat HER2 transgenic mouse mammary carcinoma model, the work can be easily extended to identifying human specific aptamers. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, HER2 aptamers can be linked to different siRNAs directed against genes implicated in multiple cancer promoting pathways (e.g. growth, survival, metastasis). The combination of such HER2-targeting chimeras may maximize therapeutic efficacy and greatly reduce the likelihood of drug resistance in the context of malignant breast cancers.
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